11天9晚 神秘西藏经典之旅
成都 / 林芝 / 波密米堆冰川 / 然乌湖 / 拉萨 / 贵德 / 西宁 / 兰州 / 青藏铁路经典之旅

–

剎

彷

–

*以上行程权供参考，最后确认由当地旅行社为准*

CHENGDU / NLINGCHI / BOMI / RICE HEAP GLACIER / RANWU LAKE / LHASA / GUI’DE / XINING / LANZHOU
DAY 01: KUALA LUMPUR ~ CHENGDU
Assemble at Kuala Lumpur International Airport for your flight to Chengdu Shuangliu International Airport. Upon arrival, meet and transfer to check in hotel.
Stay: Chengdu
DAY 02: CHENGDU ~ NLINGCHI ~ YARLUNG ZANBO GRAND CANYON ~ BOMI
(BLD)
After breakfast, proceed to board the Domestic Flight to Nlingchi. Upon arrival, transfer to visit Yarlung Zangbo Grand Canyon, Green mountains have snow-covered
peaks poking through the clouds China’s longest plateau river, located in the Tibet Autonomous Region, is one of the world’s highest river. After that, proceed to the most
beautiful glacier town ~ Bomi. Bomi County is a county of the Nyingchi Prefecture in the south-east of the Tibet Autonomous Region. Passing through the beautiful
sceneries of PailongMen BazuXiang, Tongmai Bridge, Guxiang Lake...
Stay: Bomi
DAY 03: BOMI~ RICE HEAP GLACIER ~ RANWU LAKE ~ BOMI
(BLD)
After breakfast, proceed to visit Glacier Heap of Rice, located in the Territory of Bomi County, 8 km from the 318 national highways. Everest 6800 meters above sea level,
the snow line is only 4,600 meters above sea level, latitude and altitude of the world's lowest sea of glaciers. Shining on the snow, glaciers, pure, glacial woodlands under
the vast, verdant, it is Touguo silver Pa, under a Green Dress. It had recorded at the year 2005 Chinese National Geographic magazine as China's most beautiful glaciers.
After that, proceed to visit Ranwu Lake. The lake is formed by alpine landslides, debris flow blocking the river and forming a barrier lake. Lake elevation of 3807 meters is
an area of 22 square kilometers. The lakes are mainly surrounded by the Gantry Mountains and the ancient glaciers. After tour, transfer back to Bomi.
Stay: Bomi
DAY 04: BOMI ~ TONG MAI BRIDGE ~ LULANG ~ NLINGCHI BAYI TOWN
(BLD)
This morning we are leaving from Bomi through Tongmai Bridge, along the Palong Tibetan cloth canyon back to Nyinghchi. Enroute you can enjoy over view Namjiabrawa
Peak, it is a cloud kissing peak, surrounded by clouds and mist. The fifteenth highest peak in the world with the height 7,782 meters anode sea level. Lulang is located in
Nyingchi Bayi Town 75 kilometers east of Sichuan-Tibet line, Lulang Tibetan means "Dragon Valley". Lunch serve at Lulang Town taste the famous Stone Chicken.
Stay: Nlingchi
DAY 05: NLINCHI ~ BASONG CUO ~ LHASA
(BLD)
After breakfast, proceed to visit Basong Cuo is an alpine lake walled up by terminal moraines. Its water surface is 3700 meters above sea level. The maximum depth OT
the lake is 60 meters. With beautiful scenes combined b snowy mountains, glaciers, forests and greet lakes, Basong Lake is one of the best tourist resorts in the whole
Tibet. There is the small island is Tang Dynasty building “Wrong Zonggongba Temple”, is the famous Tibetan temple. After that, proceed to visit Nyang valley. Nyang is
located in the north of the largest tributary of the Brahmaputra is one of the five tributaries of the Brahmaputra basin. Arrive Lhasa in the evening.
Stay: Lhasa
DAY 06: POTALA PALACE ~ JOKHANG TEMPLE ~ BARKHOR STREET
(BLD)
In the morning, visit to Potala Palace. This palace was built at the time of Songtsan Gampo in the 7th Century. In the 17th century the 5th Dalai Lama extended the palace
to its present size. At this time, it also succeeded in becoming the Dalai Lama’s residence place and turned the main political and religious affair. The palace is divided to
two parts, White Palace is the part of the living quarters of the Dalai Lama and the Red Palace is completely devoted to religious study and Buddhist prayer. In afternoon,
visit the most sacred and important temple in Tibet - Jokhang Temple. It is the first Buddhist temple in Tibet, located on Barkhor Square. It was built during the reign of
King Songtsan Gampo to celebrate his marriage with Chinese Tang Dynasty princess Wencheng; the main hall of the temple houses the Jowo Shakyamuni Buddha statue,
perhaps the single most venerated object in Tibetan Buddhism. Then, free to shopping at Barkhor Street. This street was the most popular devotional circumambulation
for pilgrims and locals.
Stay: Lhasa
DAY 07: LHASA ~ YAMDROK YUMTSO LAKE ~ TIBETAN MASTIFF BASE
(BLD)
After breakfast, proceed to visit Yamdrok Lake. This lake is one of the three holiest lakes in Tibet and is surrounded by many snow-capped mountains and is fed by
numerous small streams. Over viewing the Ningjinkangshan Peak is located at the junction and elevation 7171 meters. Enroute pass through the 5045m Karola, with its
awesome roadside views of the Nojin Kangtsang Glacier. After that, proceed to visit Tibetan Mastiff Base, an ancient breed, noble and impressive, it had long coat
appealing colors and beautiful tail.
Stay: Lhasa
DAY 08: LHASA ~ XINING By Qinghai–Tibet Railway
(B)
We will board the Tibet train to Xining. Passing through the beautiful sceneries, mountain snow, lake, you might spot some animals hoping around. Tsonag Lake is one
of the highest fresh water lakes, located in northern Tibet, China. The Tanggu La Mountain , or Tanggu Pass is a wide mountain pass over 5000 meters elevation in the
People`s Republic of China used by the Qinghai, passing through Tibet Highway to cross the Tanggula Mountains. During the night hour on the train will pass through
Tibet second biggest city in china “Salt Lake City”.
Stay: Qinghai–Tibet railway (Soft Bed 4 Pax Per Cabin)
DAY 09: XI NING~ GUI’DE ~ XINING
(LD)
Arrive Xining in the morning. Upon arrival, transfer to Gui’de. Gui’de County is located in the Qinghai-Tibet Plateau in Qinghai Province, the Yellow River through the
territory of the Qing River in recent years to attract tourists from home and aboard. Continue visit National Geological Park. It is a comprehensive geological park with
natural landscape and geological relics as the main features, supplemented by diverse ecological landscape and rich cultural landscape. After that, transfer back to Xining
check in to the hotel. Free at own leisure. Dinner serve at the hotel.
Stay: Xining
DAY 10: XINING ~ LANZHOU ~ KUALA LUMPUR
(BLD)
After breakfast, visit Huzhu Tu Ethnic Village, showcase the colorful Tu folk culture, profound barley wine culture, old distilled wine culture, ancient and pristine architectural
culture, unique folk residence culture, and the ancient, mysterious religious culture. It fully reflects the purest and most authentic Tu culture. Transfer to Lanzhou, visit:
Yellow River Mother Statue, located on the edge of the Yellow River and built in the 1980s. It is a sculpture of a mother holding her baby; Waterwheel Park, located on
the bank of the Yellow River in Nanbin River East Road, it is part of the green promenade of Binhe Road and a famous theme park in Lanzhou; Yellow River Iron Bridge,
also known as Zhongshan Bridge, is located in Chengguan District; Zhengning Road Walking Street and lastly Zhangye Road Walking Street is the oldest commercial
street in Lanzhou people's minds and the most culturally historical street. Tour ends, transfer to Lanzhou by train. Upon arrival, transfer to Lanzhou airport for your midnight flight home.
DAY 11: Arrival KUALA LUMPUR
*Itinerary subject to change without prior notice*

